3rd gen tundra

The Tundra was the second full-size pickup to be built by a Japanese manufacturer the first was
the Toyota T , but the Tundra was the first full-size pickup from a Japanese manufacturer to be
built in North America. Initially built in a new Toyota plant in Princeton, Indiana , production was
consolidated in to Toyota's San Antonio , Texas , factory and is the only full-size pickup truck
manufactured in Texas. The first generation Tundra had many similarities with the older Toyota
T and the compact Toyota Tacoma. These included the shared use of a 3. The V6 engine would
serve as the base engine for the Tundra, while a second engine was added, a 4. Publicly
introduced in May as a model, the Tundra prototypes and "show trucks" were initially known as
Ts. However, Ford and automotive journalists described the name was too close to the
market-leader Ford F , and following a lawsuit by Ford, the production truck was renamed the
Tundra. The Tundra was slightly larger than the T With a production capacity of ,, sales were
double the rate of the T At its introduction, the Tundra had the highest initial vehicle sales for
Toyota in its history. It was assembled in a new Toyota plant in Princeton, Indiana, with 35
percent still being made in Japan. Engine choices available in the Tundra were a 24V 3. The V6
supercharger is still available, the V8 supercharger ended production once Toyota released the
updated VVT-i equipped 4. The grille was updated in for the model year , along with a new
Stepside bed available on Access Cab models. The Tundra Double Cab, also added to the lineup
in , was a crew cab with four rear-opening doors, with interior and exterior details copied from
the Toyota Sequoia. A new engine was introduced in a 4. The 5-speed manual gave way to a
6-speed manual, and a 5-speed automatic replaced the 4-speed. In , the T3 Special Edition was
sold in conjunction with the release of the Terminator 3 movie. It included a TRD performance
package, "T3" badging, blacked-out grille and trim pieces, special inch wheels, and T3 limited
interior trim. Only V8-powered Double Cab models were produced. The package included
special badging and unique inch wheels. The second generation Tundra had three engine
options. The new 5. When the new Tundra was first launched in January , it was available in 31
configurations, which consisted of 3 bed lengths, 3 cab configurations, 3 wheelbases, and 2
transmissions. The Double Cab and Regular Cab are available with a 6. The Tundra also
features a new 6-speed automatic transmission which can lock the torque converter in 5th and
6th gears with a manual shift mode which is standard with the 5. Toyota made the new Tundra
useful for many construction workers by including extra large door handles, deck rail system,
integrated tow hitch, and head restraints that can fit a worker with a hardhat. The Tundra also
includes as standard: an electronic automatic limited-slip differential Auto LSD , Vehicle
Stability Control, traction control, electronic brakeforce distribution, brake assist, anti-lock
brakes, and tailgate assist. Some other changes Toyota included in the new Tundra are optional
tow mirrors, a All 5. Equipped with the 5. Three different packages are offered, one of which
includes the TRD Supercharger. As of , Stewart has won the Baja seventeen times driving
Toyota vehicles. This option package was only available on the 4x4 Tundras with either the
Double Cab or the CrewMax cab. The interior included black cloth bucket seats, sport shift
knob, and pedal covers. Double cab models received a sliding rear window. For the model year,
the Rock Warrior package continued with some minor changes. For the model year, a new
luxury option group called the Platinum package was made available exclusively on CrewMax
Tundras. The package included a chrome front bumper, unique inch aluminum wheels, Platinum
badges, and a power moon roof. Interior upgrades included a DVD navigation system and
backup monitor, JBL sound system with satellite radio and a Bluetooth system, wood grain
trim, glass break sensor, and door sill protectors. This option group included heated and
ventilated bucket seats with perforated leather trim, power controls, and embroidered
headrests. For â€”, the Platinum was offered as a luxury package. For , the Platinum package
was made into a trim level. The redesign featured a larger grille, more enhanced fenders front
and rear, a redesigned tailgate and tail lights, as well as a completely redesigned interior. The
only sheet-metal carried over from the previous model was the cab and the doors. The hood line
was raised and the tailgate includes a spoiler. The interior featured a standard 3. The interior
included new seats, new gauges, new controls, updated ergonomics, and a redesigned
dashboard with improved materials and metal-look surfaces. Toyota kept the same engines
used since the MY update, a 4. Toyota retuned the suspension with new damping rates to
improve the ride quality over the previous models. The steering rack was re-valved to improve
the steering feel. The Tundra line-up included a new premium luxury model called the The
Toyota Tundra plant sits on land that Toyota purchased from the oldest working cattle ranch in
Texas. The refers to the year that this ranch was established by Spanish colonist Juan Ignacio
de Casanova. The dash and door panels also have leather-trimmed surfaces along with wood
accents. This is marketed as an off-road package that is one step above the standard TRD
option package. These shocks allow for an additional 1. The interior features unique TRD Pro
upholstery and door trim with contrasting red stitching and an Etune premium audio system

with navigation. The The second-generation Tundra was initially assembled at two different
United States locations, the original Princeton, Indiana, plant supplemented by a newly built San
Antonio, Texas, plant. Combined, the two plants give Toyota a maximum capacity to produce ,
Tundra units annually or , units from the Indiana plant and another , units from the Texas plant.
When designing the Texas plant, Toyota arranged for 21 key Tundra suppliers to set up
factories on the same site to avoid logistical issues. However, those suppliers are more
vulnerable to a market downturn. In the second quarter of , Toyota moved all Tundra production
to the Texas plant. The Tundra comes equipped with dual front airbags , front row side torso
airbags , and rollover sensing side curtain airbags for both the front and rear rows. Vehicle
Stability Control , traction control , anti-lock brakes , brake assist , and electronic brakeforce
distribution are also standard. Toyota's response is the Tundra does not feature a center
differential which would become a weak point in the drivetrain. As of the model year, this has
been corrected. Electronic stability control functions in 4x4hi and is disengaged in 4x4lo. This is
verified by the updated owner's manual, visor instructions, and road tests in snow and ice in
4x4hi. When understeer or oversteer occurs in 4x4hi a beeping noise is emitted, and the dash
indicator lights up yellow indicating that VSC is activated, braking individual wheels to match
driver input at the steering wheel. Toyota began selling a bolt-on TRD supercharger kit for the 5.
When the installation is carried out by a Toyota dealership the existing warranty remains intact.
This Tundra needed 4. During late , Toyota issued a recall on model year Tundras regarding rust
problems of a rear crossmember. This recall involved , vehicles and followed a similar action for
the Tacoma. Tundra owners began complaining of rust issues. In some cases, trucks were
inspected by dealers and found to be unsafe to drive. The dealers refused to let the owners take
their vehicles without signing an affidavit that they had been informed that Toyota had declared
their vehicles unsafe to drive. NHTSA was particularly concerned that owners reported the
potential for the spare tire to drop from the vehicle without warning due to corrosion and they
opened an investigation on October 6, If no rust is detected an anti-corrosion compound will be
applied, if rust is detected the crossmember will be replaced. In March , the recall was expanded
throughout the country. Toyota began replacing frames later in the Tacoma campaign. The
recall marks a sudden shift in policy for the Japanese automaker after repeatedly denying
consumer complaints about ball joint problems and failures in the Tundra and Sequoia. The
Toyota recall includes to model year Sequoia full-size sport utility vehicles and to Tundra
pickups sold in the U. A ball joint in the front suspension may wear out causing the vehicles to
be difficult or sometimes impossible to steer. Toyota reports that the defect may be the cause of
11 accidents resulting in six injuries. This can cause the wheel to fall off the truck without any
notice. In May , a Toyota spokesperson stated 20 camshaft failures occurred in Toyota's all-new
5. Toyota said the failures were the result of a flaw in the camshaft casting process, and the
supplier of the camshafts has since fixed the error. In the event of a camshaft failure, Toyota will
either replace the engine and extend the warranty or repurchase the truck from the owner.
Toyota originally intended to begin selling the 5. This decision was the result of product
planners and dealers desire for the larger V8's availability at the initial sale. On December 13, ,
Toyota Motor Corp recalled 15, 4x4 model-year Tundras in the United States because a rear
propeller shaft joint may fail. Adding, "This may cause a section of the rear propeller shaft to
separate at the joint. No accidents have been connected to the recall. Tundra owners will be
notified beginning in late-December and are requested to contact their local Toyota dealer for
inspection. If the hardness is not correct the dealer will then replace the rear propeller shaft.
The Tundra was recalled as part of the â€”10 Toyota vehicle recalls for its accelerator pedal.
Consumer Reports rated the Toyota Tundra 2WD pickup as having the highest predicted
reliability among all full-size pickup trucks. The Toyota Tundra 4x4 was rated in second, just
below the 2WD model. In , Toyota sold , Tundras, compared to the Toyota T pickup that sold
roughly around 50, units. By , Toyota managed to sell , units. With the added capacity of the San
Antonio plant, Toyota planned to sell around , Tundras for Toyota missed its sales target for ,
selling just under , vehicles. The standard cab versions are selling at a slower rate than
expected. In , the Tundra got Toyota's first manufacturer championship winning 12 of the 25
races. The model also got the driver and owner championship with Todd Bodine and Germain
Racing. The truck won every year from to However, due to bridge weight restriction, the shuttle
was moved to the lighter non-powered dolly and towed the short distance by the Tundra. Once
it had completely crossed the bridge, the shuttle was returned to the robotic transporters to
continue its course. Toyota Motor Sales, U. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Car model.
Motor vehicle. Retrieved Toyota Motor Manufacturing Kentucky. US: Toyota. Archived from the
original on Business Wire. Popular Mechanics. Motor Trend. Pickup Trucks. Truck Trend. US:
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frontal rating and an offset crash rating? National Highway Traffic Safety Administration. The
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had countless people reach out on forums, Facebook, Instagram and other platforms asking me
to start writing about and selling Tundra products. Well, is the year for us to get into that
market, so here's the first post of many to come. As you well know, Toyota Tundra trucks are
just as popular as Tacomas and like their little brother, Tundra owners love to mod out their
trucks. Here is a great list of Toyota Tundra modifications and accessories you can buy and
install to give you truck a little flair and personalization. Most of these mods and ideas come
from the pros on forums and Facebook groups, some of which are my dear friends. If your
Tundra is a , , , , or , or this post is for you! Find one that fits your style. Ditch lights are a great
way to help you turn day into night for that serious off roading, or just driving down the
driveway of your ranch at night. The factory fog lights are garbage compared to the
substantially brighter, more durable, and longer lasting LED options that Cali offers. If you
simply need more light, this stealthy bar is perfect. For very little, you can make your Tundra
pop by adding some colored vinyl inserts to the letters on your tailgate. I offer a lifetime
warranty on mine. Forget about remembering to use your key to lock your tailgate. Match this
with a tonneau cover, and your cargo is safe or accessible with just the press of a button. When
size matters on a budget, these spacers give an excellent and cost effective way to widen your
ride. The extra width gives an impressive stance over the factory setup, but you get to keep
your factory wheels. Bed mats are an easy way to keep your stuff from rolling around. I have
covered all the basics about different types of covers for your trucks, and here is one that I
recommend. What more could you want? Keep your feet planted and the mess off your carpet
with quality mats. Husky offers multiple options depending on your budget and style. These are
a lifesaver if you use your bed frequently for different utilities. If you like dark, these are for you.
Visual stuff is great, but performance is better. Enhance your factory handling characteristics
with an easy to install sway bar to help beef things up. Trucks a great off road, but a top speed
of around mils per hour can get you into trouble. This is a highly reviewed average detector. It
may give you some false readings, but it's better than breaking the bank. Be safe. You want to
protect your truck inside and out, and these help prevent scuffs and scraps that happen daily. If
you find the letters in your door sills are hard to read, these will give it an extra pop. Match your
paint, or get a color that compliments your exterior. In a previous post, I covered all types of
stereo options. A good one for your Tundra is this Pioneer unit with almost every app and
option you can think of, including Apple CarPlay. Your truck, your style. There are tons of
inexpensive options to make your truck stand out from purely cosmetic, to function and
performance as well. Close menu. Blog Menu. So, let's dive right in Lift kits are While a good
number of people get trucks because they can look cool, the Toyota Tundra is a very capable
machine when This could be so Toyota is nearly ready to show a new version of the full-size
Tundra, as evidenced by these spy photos and leaked images of the new pickup truck. The
Toyota Tundra will mark the truck's first full redesign since , when it grew in size in an attempt

to better compete with domestic full-size trucks from Ford, Chevy, and Ram. Above, we've
mashed up a spy photo showing a camouflaged Tundra prototype and a leaked photo of the
Tundra's uncovered headlight to imagine what the front end might look like. It appears to have
an imposing grille and an interestingly shaped headlight assembly. Not much is visible of the
rear end in the spy photos, but the pictured prototype looks to be a crew-cab model with a short
bed. We've speculated previously that the skirt obscuring the rear underbody may be hiding a
new suspension setup, possibly coil springs, air springs, or even an independent rear
suspension. These photos also show six-lug wheels. The new Tundra will also feature big
changes under the hood, as a twin-turbo 3. This V-6 makes hp and lb-ft of torque in the Lexus
LS luxury sedan, but will surely be tuned differently for a truck application. A hybrid version of
this powertrain may also be offered to compete with the new F hybrid. New Cars. Buyer's Guide.
Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of
Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of The next-generation
Toyota Tundra is likely to arrive soon as a model. We've seen spy photos and leaked images of
the new truck, and it looks like it will be very different than the current model. Expect a
twin-turbocharged V-6 engine rather than a naturally aspirated V More on the Tundra. This
content is imported from Instagram. You may be able to find the same content in another
format, or you may be able to find more information, at their web site. View this post on
Instagram. Brian Williams Car and Driver. This content is created and maintained by a third
party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able
to find more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue
Reading Below. More From News. The bumper is available in a 2 stage satin textured black
powdercoat over durable zinc primer finish, or in bare metal. Toggle navigation. Choose
Tubework: No Tubework Tubework. Add to Cart. CNC cut and formed from. Built in provisions
for a 20" light bar 22" max mounting width Proudly designed and made in the USA. Requires
cutting. The sensor may be located behind, or it's vision prohibited by the tubework based on
grille model. Weighs 80lbs, around 45lbs more than the stock parts removed. Does it fit with pro
front skid plate? However because of limited official testing, we can only guarantee that the
non-tube version works with safety sense equipped vehicles. This bumper does mount in the
same place as the front of the TRD skid, so there may need to be some modifications for them
to work together. We don't know what build date in these trucks were changed over, but if your
Tunrda looks like the one in the photos it will work. Write a Review. All fields are required
except "location". Your email is for verification purposes only and will NOT be published or
shared. See our Privacy Policy. Thank you for your review! Notify me when my review is
approved. Michael W Georgia February 9th, Great finish, looks great on truck. Other than that
everything went together great. Installed a x20 12k winch and relocated control pack in engine
bay. Can reach clutch lever on winch easily thru cut out in bumper. Looks great, stout, and very
well built. Doesnt even interfere with the safety sense. So I had to cut some bracing for the
winch mount. Which doesnt matter to me Im not going to run a winch anyways. Love this
bumper! This bumper is awesome, had it pc white to match the truck, got the light installed but
no winch yet. Steve Wong Cali February 20th, Great product. Super strong, heavy duty and well
made. Guys there are great and respond quick! Had light bar and winch installed and look very
clean. Justin Virginia January 29th, First of all I ordered this bumper and got it in a very timely
manner, I was able to call and get some more info on shipping times and the whole process.
Myself and a couple of friends were able to install relatively easily and the only problem I
encountered was probably due to my lack of research! The winch control pack was too large to
be used in the bumper and I had to fabricate a relocation kit using some stock aluminum bar
and some long starter wiring from the Napa down the road. Note From Victory 4x4: Thanks for
the review, glad you are happy with the product! Rob Norwich, Ontario January 28th, When I
received the bumper it still looked like new, I washed the dirt off and there was only a small
spec of rust where the previous owner mounted his winch with bolts. Installed it myself which
was super easy. A kid backed into it and the only thing damaged was my license plate. The back
of the car was crunched from the hoop but not a scratch on the bumper. Looks great, works
great! Kevin R Ontario, Canada August 10th, I've had this on my truck now since roughly May
and it's been on some rock climbs and a couple of our long travel trips. It's held up wonderfully.
We have a Warn S10 strapped in behind and it's been accessible when we've only needed to
spool and unspool the winch to keep her clean. So far no need to recover anyone. I get asked
often who designed it, and complimented on it which I always like hearing. Great job Victory,
thanks for installing and building not only a functional armor piece but also something that
compliments the Tundra. Please note: Install videos are meant to be used as a guide, and aren't
always the most up to date information on product installation and improvements. Please be
sure to read the PDF installation instructions as well. Toggle navigation. Choose Tubework: No

Tubework Tubework. Add to Cart. When you need extra tire clearance, maximum protection,
plus recovery options for your Toyota Tundra; our Strike Series front bumper is a perfect
choice. Available tubework option includes a bull bar for extra front end protection. The bumper
is available in a 2 stage satin textured black powdercoat over durable zinc primer finish, or in
bare metal. CNC cut and formed from. Will fit non-integrated solenoid winches up to 12,lbs Light
mounts designed for XL Cube lights. Built-in provisions for a 20" light bar 22" max mounting
width. Includes mounting locations for proximity sensors. Bolt-on Installation. Hardware
Included. Proudly designed and made in the USA. The sensor may be located behind, or it's
vision prohibited by the tubework based on grille model. The Steel bumper is without tube. We
have the standard lb fox coil springs in our Tundra. With tube work??? Add 5 lbs or so for the
tube version. Will a lightbar that is 22"L x 1. Sounds like you are good. Write a Review. All fields
are required except "location". Your email is for verification purposes only and will NOT be
published or shared. See our Privacy Policy. Thank you for your review! Notify me when my
review is approved. This bumper is by far the best out there. Fits seamlessly on my Tundra and
is sturdy as hell. Buy it now. Please note: Install videos are meant to be used as a guide, and
aren't always the most up to date information on product installation and improvements. Please
be sure to read the PDF installation instructions if available as well. Log in or Sign up. Toyota
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